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Clarification Requests in Every Day Interaction Involving Children with Cochlear Implants

Introduction

Deaf and hearing-impaired children with cochlear implants (CI), often experience problems in everyday interaction. One such problem may be solving misunderstandings by posing clarifying questions or asking for further information, i.e. requests for clarification (1). Studies of clarification requests have previously been carried out in task-oriented communication involving children with severe hearing impairment (2) and children with CI (3-4). The results from these studies displayed differences in the use of clarification requests and the ability to solve misunderstandings. Previous research has also demonstrated that children with language impairment (LI), especially children with pragmatic problems, have difficulties with requests for clarification (5). In addition, it has been shown that they also may experience problems with responding to such requests (6), compared to children with typical language development. The number of clarification requests has been shown to be higher for caretakers of children with developmental language delay than by carers of children with typical language development (7).

In the present study, requests for clarification in everyday interaction in deaf children with CI will be examined by means of Conversation Analysis (CA) (8). Since previous studies have mainly focused on task oriented communication (2-4), it is important to study interactional phenomena also in an everyday setting in order to establish whether the findings from these studies are relevant also for naturally occurring conversation. This is especially important since both the frequency and the sequential order of clarification requests differ between task oriented communication and naturally occurring communication (9). CA is a method that
offers a methodology designed to investigate non-experimental, naturally occurring interactional phenomena in everyday interaction (10). Conversation Analysis (CA) originates in ethnomethodology, developed by Garfinkel (11) and has since been adopted and developed by sociologists and linguists in order to study a range of interactional contexts (12). CA has also successfully been adopted for the study of conversations involving individuals with communicative disabilities (see 13, for an overview). In addition, CA offers a theoretical framework for the understanding of interactional phenomena such as requests for clarification (11). To ask for clarification is an important strategy in order to establish intersubjectivity between participants in interaction. The notion of intersubjectivity may be defined from different perspectives. It may be considered as “the fundamental ontological category of human existence“ (14: p. 82), and thus a condition for communication. It may also be understood as mutual understanding achieved by interaction (11,15), which means that intersubjectivity is conceived of as emerging in interaction. In the study of intersubjectivity as the display of mutual understanding, it is important to analyze interaction sequentially, since one way of demonstrating how a contribution is understood is to see how it is responded to in the next turn (16). CA has proved to be a fruitful means to examine strategies used by individuals with communicative disabilities and how they compensate for their linguistic or cognitive problems (17-20). There are numerous reasons as to why misunderstanding or communicative breakdown occurs. Participants may have impaired speech intelligibility; they may provide insufficient information in their utterances in order to make it understandable, they may have attentional deficits or suffer from problems with language comprehension or hearing-loss (21). In conversations, misunderstandings need to be solved. That is, they need some form of interactional repair and one way of initiating a repair sequence is to make a request for clarification (22). Repair sequences constitute one important aspect of interaction, since they contribute to an increased level of mutual understanding (23).
Several forms of clarification requests have been identified (24-26). These include specific and nonspecific requests for clarification, specific requests for confirmation, and/or for repetition of a specific constituent (24-25). Nonspecific, open requests for clarification may for example occur when there is a hearing problem, but also at an abrupt shift of topic or be used as an inappropriate or disagreeing response (26).

The function of clarification requests is more elusive. Corsaro (27) suggested four categories of functions in a study of interaction between adults and young children: to solve problems with hearing, to solve problems with understanding, to solve problems with turn projection and to respond to unexpected utterances. In an experimental study of responses to requests for clarification in interaction between nine-year-old children with and without LI it was demonstrated that there are different forms of responses to clarification requests, for example repetition, revision, addition and cue (6). The differences in responses were related to language maturity. In naturally occurring interaction between adults and young children (2;6-5;10 years), clarification requests have been singled out as a consistent feature in the interactional contributions from the adult (27). It is often claimed that the ability to initiate repair by for example a clarification request is a sign of communicative competence (1,6). In controlled studies, children LI have been shown to make fewer clarification requests than children with typical language development and responded to requests for clarification less appropriately than children with typical language development (6).

Most (28) could demonstrate that repetition was the most frequently used strategy by children with hearing impairment and children with normal hearing, in order to repair
misunderstandings. However, children with normal hearing used other types of strategies, such as the addition of information and cues to focus on the topic to a larger extent than the children with hearing impairment (28). The overall pragmatic ability was assessed in children with CI and hearing aids (29), using a protocol for assessment of pragmatic abilities (30). Children with CI had problems regarding all pragmatic aspects, including repair of misunderstandings and/or communicative breakdowns, and it was therefore suggested that intervention for children with CI should include pragmatic aspects (29).

For deaf or hearing-impaired children using hearing aids and/or CI, requests for clarification have only been studied in task-oriented interaction, (e.g., assignments where persons or maps are described. 3,1,4,31). The empirical picture displays a mixed pattern. Lloyd et al. (2) found no difference regarding number of clarification requests between children with hearing impairment (HI) and children with normal hearing (NH), whereas the studies by Toe and Paatsch (31), Sandgren et al (4) and Ibertsson et al. (3) reported that the total number of clarification requests was significantly higher for children with CI than for children with NH. The forms of requests were typically non-specific requests, requests for confirmation of new information, requests for confirmation of already given information, requests for elaboration and control questions, and the children with CI used significantly more requests for confirmation of new information than the hearing children, but significantly fewer requests for confirmation of already given information and fewer requests for elaboration (3). No difference between children with CI and children with NH was found regarding responses to clarification requests. It was also concluded that the requests for confirmation always received some form of response (4). In addition, these responses almost always provided more information than what was asked for, i.e. the responses to the clarification requests consisted of expansions of the original utterance. In summary, previous research on requests for
clarification in interaction involving children with CI has shown that these children use more clarification requests than children with normal hearing except from the study by Lloyd et al (2). One plausible reason for the contradictory results is that the children with NH in the study by Lloyd (2) were younger than the children with CI, while the two groups were of the same age in the other studies. However, the previous studies have only examined task oriented communication, and in the present study it will be investigated if the pattern is similar in everyday interaction. The study of interactional phenomena such as clarification requests, should be carried out in everyday settings in order to increase the ecological validity.

Speech intelligibility is an important feature for mutual understanding since it has been shown to be a beneficial to conversational success (32). Speech intelligibility is defined as “that aspect of speech-language output that allows a listener to understand what a speaker is saying” (33, p. 255). However, speech intelligibility is seldom assessed in clinical practice (34). The implementation of CIs has made it possible for deaf children or children with a profound hearing loss to improve their speech intelligibility in interaction (35). There are two main types of assessments of speech intelligibility; scaling procedures and item-identification procedures (34). In the present study, an item-identification procedure has been used, since this method enables an exact percentage of the number of intelligible utterances to be calculated. Measurements of speech intelligibility have been related to the use of clarification requests and it has been demonstrated that reduced intelligibility may have an impact on the number of misunderstandings and therefore also on the need for clarifications (1).

The focus of the present study is on requests for clarification in interaction involving children with CI. These children often experience problems in spoken interaction, and the problems
may be related to speech intelligibility, hearing problems, problems with language comprehension and possibly also to the ability to repair misunderstandings. One frequently used repair strategy is a request for clarification (26), which makes this feature interesting to investigate in interaction involving children with CI. In order to study the interactions in detail from a dialogical perspective a CA-informed analysis is used in the present study.

Aim

The aim of the present study is to explore the form and function of clarification requests sequences in interactions involving children with CI, in order to get a better understanding of their role in everyday interactions involving children with CI. Specific research questions are:

Do children with CI use clarification requests in everyday play interaction, and if so to what extent?

What are the form and function of clarification requests in everyday interaction involving children with CI?

Do children with CI differ from children with NH in their use of clarification requests in everyday interaction?

Method

Participants

Seven children, five girls and two boys with CI, aged 3.6-6.3 years (mean age 4.4), participated in the present study. The participants were recruited through the audiology clinic: all children with CI between 3.0 and 7.0 years were contacted and they all agreed to
participate. None of the participating children had any other disabilities that could affect their interactional abilities. For one of the participating boys, number 3, it was not possible to assess the clarification requests in the interaction because the interaction with his peer mainly consisted of shouting and making different sounds, so he was removed from the present study. Descriptive information is presented in Table 1. In addition, seven same-aged peers, 2 with CI and 5 with NH, participated as interactional partners. The interactional partners were recruited from the pre-schools of the participating children. The staff at the pre-schools selected these peers, since they were the children the participants with CI often chose to play with.

Table 1. Number of clarification requests as a percentage of the total number of turns in each interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Number of CI</th>
<th>Age at implantation of CI</th>
<th>Hearing age</th>
<th>Intelligibility in % of words</th>
<th>Intelligibility in % sentences</th>
<th>Requests for clarification in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 + 1 ha</td>
<td>2:11</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>One syllable: 33,3</td>
<td>No participation</td>
<td>14,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 33,3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>2:5</td>
<td>One syllable: 100</td>
<td>87,5</td>
<td>0,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:2/1:4</td>
<td>2:8</td>
<td>One syllable: 100</td>
<td>63,6</td>
<td>Not possible to assess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2:5</td>
<td>2:10</td>
<td>One syllable: 100</td>
<td>80,8</td>
<td>3,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0:9</td>
<td>3:2</td>
<td>One syllable: 100</td>
<td>91,7</td>
<td>1,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 83,3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:9</td>
<td>3:3</td>
<td>One syllable: 66,7</td>
<td>82,1</td>
<td>3,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 71,4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2:4</td>
<td>3:11</td>
<td>One syllable: 100</td>
<td>96,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two syllables: 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methods

The data was collected by video recordings of one interaction between each child with CI and a same-aged peer, a total of seven video recordings. The interactions consisted of ordinary
play situations between two children. The children were not given any specific instructions... No adults were present in the room during these recordings. The recordings were made at the children’s preschools in a room with toys and pottering material, and the duration of the recordings was approximately 30 minutes, the total amount of recorded material was about four hours (one recording/pair). Each interactional pair chose their activity by themselves. The two participating children were alone in the room; they were aware of the fact that they were being filmed, but they did not pay any attention to the recording equipment. Each recording was transcribed according to principles from CA (see Appendix) and clarification request sequences were analyzed in a CA informed way (8). CA is a useful method for the study of everyday interaction, and also for the study of interactional competence in individuals with communicative disabilities (10). The transcriptions of the video recordings were carried out by two master’s students, who also made the recordings, and the analysis was carried out by the first author. The transcriptions of the video recordings were carried out by two master’s students, who also made the recordings, and the analysis was carried out by the first author. Clarification requests were identified when the next turn indicated that the participants had treated the prior as a request for clarification, i.e. following the next turn proof procedure used in CA methodology (16; 8;10). In order to achieve a more precise picture of the extent of the clarification, the amount of clarification requests were calculated as a proportion of the total number of turns. Calculations of the proportion of clarification requests were made from the broad transcriptions. Examples of each identified type of clarifications request sequences presented in the result’s section were chosen and transcribed with narrow, detailed transcription by the first author.

Evaluations of intelligibility were made by an item-identification procedure. The seven participating children with CI named pictures of single one- and two- syllable utterances, e.g.
“sang” (bed), “klocka” (watch). Intelligibility at sentence level was assessed by sentence repetition. The children with NH were assumed to perform at ceiling in this task, which was confirmed by the video recordings where their utterances were completely intelligible. The picture naming and the sentence repetition was audio recorded. An experienced speech and language pathologist listened to the recordings and transcribed all the utterances orthographically. The transcriber was not familiar with the elicitation material and did thus not know the target words and sentences. The transcriber was aware of the fact that the speakers were young CI users. The transcriptions were then matched to the target words and sentences and the intelligibility was calculated as the percentage of the mean of the total number of items at each level respectively (one syllable words, two syllable words and sentence).

Results

The result section begins with an interactional analysis of clarification request sequences, including illustrative examples. This part is followed by an analysis of intelligibility.

Interactional Analysis of Clarification Request Sequences

The mean percentage of clarification requests, calculated as the proportion of the total number of turns, was 3.2% (range 0 – 14%). Three children with NH made 1, 2 and 3 requests for clarification respectively, and the mean percentage of clarification requests for the whole group of children with NH was 0.3% (range 0.2-0.7%). Students’ t-test showed that the children with CI made significantly more clarification requests than the children with NH, t (11) 2.72, p=.02.
The most frequent type of clarification request sequences was an unspecified “what?” This type of clarification request was exclusively oriented to as a problem of hearing, and responded to with a repetition with an expansion, (see example 1). In example 1, the two participating children are playing with cards and the hearing child, K, is pointing to the pictures very quickly at the same time as he is talking about them.

**Example 1.** E=child with CI, K=child with normal hearing, NH

261 E: jått spått finns inte
        Jat spit does not exist
262 K: näe (0.3) å inte °dn dn° PEKAR PÅ BILDERNA
        No and not °tht tht° POINTS TO THE PICTURES
263 E: **va?**
        **What?**
264 K: ja sa inte den den PEKAR
        I said not that one that one POINTS
265 E: **va?**
        **What?**
266 K: ja sa inte den den
        I said not that one that one
267 E: inte den
        Not that one
268 K: å inte råttan
        And not the rat
269 E: men du jö fö snabbt
        But you go to fast

In line 261, E comments on the pictures and K responds to comment in line 262 by a confirming no, and he then continues by pointing to the pictures and saying “that that” in a low voice. In line 263, E makes a clarification request which is responded to with an expansion by K in line 264. E does still not understand, but makes a new clarification request in line 265 with the same format as the previous one. In line 266, K repeats his clarification, and it is confirmed with a repetition by E in line 267. In line 269, E points to the reason for his need for clarification by telling K that he goes to fast. Thus, this example illustrates the use of
the unspecified/open clarification request “what”, and how this only generates a repetition of the trouble source, which need further specification.

The second most common type of clarification request sequence was an unspecified “what?” followed by a simplified repetition as response. The clarifying contribution may either be confirmed or not, (see example 2, a and b).

Example 2a. T= child with CI, L= Child with NH

1 L: mdom va ju jätte te:leiliga
   they were very ne:isese ((nice))
2 T: vadâ?
   what?
3 L: dom va tevlia
   they were nice ((pronounced better))
4   (25s) PLAY WITH DOE

Example 2a demonstrates that T makes an explicit request for clarification in line 2. The need for clarification in this example is probably the fact that L in line 1 mispronounces the word nice. In line 3, L repeats her utterance from line 1 in a reduced and more precisely pronounced way. To reduce the utterance by omitting the intensifier, L makes her utterance shorter without omitting the most important content word nice. In addition, L sharpens her pronunciation of the word saying the word with correct number of syllables, which also increases the possibility to make herself understood. T does not confirm her understanding of L’s utterance; instead the girls continue to playing with dough.

Example 2b also illustrates a request for clarification followed by a simplified recycling of the utterance that needs to be clarified, but this clarification receives confirmation by the participant who made the clarification request.
Example 2b. E=child with CI, K=child with NH

421 E: få ja gå ut här:
   May I go out here

422 K: vadå?
   what?

423 E: gå ut här:
   go out here

424 K: ja
   yes

425 E: få ja där?
   may I that?

426 K: ja
   yes

In example 2b, clarification is made by in a two-step fashion. In line 421, E produces a phrase which is not understood or heard by K, i.e. a trouble source. E repeats the trouble source from line 421 in a simpler way in line 423. This clarification is confirmed in line 424, but E then adds the second step of the clarification by giving the remaining information from his original utterance in line 425, making his original utterance in line 421 complete. This contribution is responded to by a positive answer in line 426. Clarification by means of recycling, indicates that the unspecified request for clarification is treated as a hearing problem by the participant who produces the recycling, since repeating, albeit made with simplification or expansion, only gives the same information one more time and does not comprise any clarifying explanation. This is in contrast to the conclusions from the telephone conversations analyzed by Drew (26), where the unspecified request for clarification was treated as in appropriate or as a sign of surprise, disagreement.

There are also examples where it is clear that the trouble source in the interaction really is a problem of hearing. This may either be caused by the hearing problem of the children with CI,
or by problems with pronunciation making it difficult to hear and understand the utterance.

Example 3 is an interaction between two children with CI playing with building blocks.

**Example 3.** W= child with CI, L=child with CI

30 W: du kan inte (.) ja ställer häj (.) de e bättre (xx)
   you can’t I put here that is better (xx)
31 ställer häj (.) vi kommer ((ROPAR)
   put here we are coming
32 L: va (p) va va sa du
   what what what did you say
33 W: ((BUILDS)) ((CHEKCS FOR MORE BLOCKS)) de sluut
   it’s over
34 L: (x x)

In line 30-31, W is talking about where and how they are going to play. The turn is incoherent and includes an unintelligible element. This turn leads to a clarification request from L in line 32, where it is made explicit that L did not hear what W said. However, L does not repeat or clarify her utterance; she continues with the activity.

In the material there are also several examples of more specific requests for clarification, sometimes made after trying a general/open request as in example 4.

**Example 4.** T=child with CI, L=child with NH

241 L: asså vaffö kommer dom inte för å säje såhå nu måste ni byta
   oh why don’t they com and say like this you have to change
242 P: (2s)
243 L: elle hur?
   isn’t it?
244 SLAMMER
   NOISE
245 L: elle hur Tuva?
   isn’t it Tuva?
246 P: (1.5s)
247 T: vaddå?
   what?
248 L: att dom kunde välv komma in å bara såja nu måste vi byta
   they could come in and just say now we have to change
249 T: vadå byta?
This example starts with a question from L in line 241, indicating that she does not want to continue the ongoing activity. This question is followed by a two seconds pause, meaning that T is not responding to L’s question. In line 243, L is asking for an answer by saying “isn’t it”, however this request for an answer is only followed by noise. In line 245, L again asks T for a confirmation and after a 1.5 seconds pause, T requests a clarification from L in line 247, who responds in line 248 with repeating the information from line 241, now shaped as a comment rather than a question. T follows up L’s turn by specifying what part of the utterance that needs clarification. This lead to an explaining clarification in line 250, which is followed by a statement, where L again emphasizes that she does not like the activity. T does not confirm that she understood the clarification, the play continues silently.

In summary, the sequential analysis of the everyday interactions indicates that this selected group of children with CI have the ability to make clarification requests and that they do so to a certain extent. Nevertheless, in this material, children with CI do not “spend an inordinate amount of time in communication breakdown or in silence” (1, pg 82), which is in contrast to previous research (3, 31). This result indicates that the everyday play context generates fewer requests for clarification than task oriented communication, which has been the focus of previous research. Although the clarification requests are mainly general/open, oriented to as hearing problems, there are also specific requests for clarification produced by children with CI. This finding suggests that the children with CI have reached a certain level of communicative competence required for this type of pragmatic behavior (23). In the present material, there are also requests for clarification that do not get any response (e.g. example 3).
Intelligibility

The speech of most children with CI was fairly intelligible both at word and phrase level. Intelligibility reached 86% for one syllable words, 78% for two syllable words and 72% for sentences with respect to the proportion correctly identified words and sentences. However, the child with the lowest intelligibility for words did not want to participate in the test of intelligibility in sentences, which might influence the results to some extent. There is no salient relationship between hearing age and intelligibility as shown in table 1.

[Insert table 1 about here]

The results indicate a relationship between intelligibility at the sentence level and the need for clarification, since there were fewer clarification requests in interactions involving children with higher degree of intelligibility.

Discussion

The present study was designed to explore clarification requests sequences in interaction involving children with CI. For this selected group, the findings confirm previous research showing that children with CI make clarification requests to a greater extent than children with NH. In the present study, this result may be extended to be valid also for everyday interaction. However, calculated as a proportion of the total number of interactional contributions, turns, clarification request was a small part, which is in contrast to the claim in
previous research, that children with CI spend a majority of their interactional space on interactional repair work (1). In the present study, requests for clarification are categorized from a sequential perspective following the next turn proof procedure, and it was demonstrated that both general/open and specific clarification requests appear, which indicates that children with CI use clarification requests in similar ways as hearing children and adults (24-26). The vast majority of the requests for clarification were of a general/open character, which was not the case in previous Swedish studies of interaction involving children with CI (3-4). This difference has at least two possible explanations; on the one hand the difference may be due to the task-orientation of the previous studies, on the other hand it may be due to the fact that the children in the previous studies were older than the children in the present study. In the present study there were no sequences where the general/open request for clarification was oriented to as signs of disaffiliation. Neither were there any instances where the general open clarification request appeared as a response to an abrupt shift of topic, as described by Drew (26). This difference indicates that clarification requests are used in other ways by children playing than by adults.

Regarding the function of the clarification requests, the present results are in line with the categories suggested by Corsaro (27). In the present data, there were examples where clarification requests were made to solve problems with hearing. There were also sequences where they appeared to solve problems with understanding. The most frequent response to the general/open clarification request was an expanded repetition of the trouble source, which is in accordance with previous findings (28,4). This sequential pattern has also been demonstrated in interactions involving populations of children with LI (6). The expanded repetition in response to clarification requests as in example 1, may also indicate that the request is not only oriented to as a problem related to hearing capability, but also a problem of
understanding and asking for additional information. In contrast to the findings of Sandgren et al. (4), repetition without expansion as in example 2, or any change of the original trouble source, was the second most frequent response to clarification requests. This finding gives further support for the argument that participants orient to the general/open clarification request as a problem of hearing. This finding also question the assumption that this type of clarification request is truly open/general or non-specific as previously argued (26), since the generated response, repetition with or without expansion, is rather specifically demonstrating an orientation to the request as a problem of hearing or understanding. In the present study, there are also sequences where the request for clarification is not answered or repeated. Since the child who made the request for clarification did not pursue her request for clarification, a plausible explanation of this pattern may be that the request was made habitually and therefore not really necessary for the participants’ mutual understanding of the activity.

The interactional problems pointed out in the study by Most et al. (29), where it was demonstrated that children with CI had problems with repairing misunderstanding and communicative breakdowns, was not replicated in the present study. The children with CI in the present study were, contrary to the children in Most et al study (29), able to solve and repair all instances of communicative disruptions. The differences between the results from the present study and previous research indicate the importance of assessing interactional/pragmatic abilities not only in task oriented communication or by checklists/protocols, but also in everyday interaction.

Speech intelligibility was not related to either hearing age or age of implantation in the present data, which has been reported in other studies (36), possibly because all participating
children had got their implants at a relatively early age. However, intelligibility, at least at the sentence level, was related to number of clarification requests such that clarification requests were fewer in interactions involving children with high level of intelligibility. This result suggests that the need for clarification requests is a matter of hearing, albeit not only related to the participants hearing ability, but also to the speaker’s level of intelligibility. Misunderstandings in interaction may have different causes related to the participants; such as insufficient or inadequate information, unintelligible speech, lack of attention or problems with hearing and/or language comprehension (21). In the present study, the children with the lowest intelligibility scores at sentence level, there are several examples where participants try to solve misunderstandings. These results are, similar to what was demonstrated by Tye-Murray (1), where intelligibility and language comprehension were related to communicative breakdown. The demonstrated interactional impact of speech intelligibility points out that intervention needs to focus not only on pragmatic aspects such as asking for clarification to solve misunderstandings, but also on improving children’s speech intelligibility.

**Conclusions and Clinical Implications**

The children with CI in the present study use both general/open and specific requests for clarification, albeit mainly general/open. Speech intelligibility reflects the efficiency in interaction, since the number of clarification requests is lower in interaction involving children with CI with high intelligibility scores. The results of the present study have clinical implications demonstrating the importance of assessing interactional ability in every-day interaction, since the results are not similar to the findings from experimental studies or assessment of task-oriented interaction. The results also point out the need for intervention
tapping into speech intelligibility, where phonological production and articulation should be focused.
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Appendix

Transcription conventions

The transcription conventions used follow the principles from Norrby (2004), with additions for non-verbal contributions.

bulle The phenomena in focus are shaded
@ nickar nonverbal communication is marked with @ and italics and is always written first when it coincides with verbal communication
[ ] overlapping speech
(.) micro pause
(0.9) pause measured by a tenth of a second
tack emphasis
hallå: prolongation of sounds
°magiskt° weak voice
TYDLIGT meta comments
(x) one unheard word
(xx) two unheard words
↑ rising intonation
question intonation
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